We give elementary proofs of the decomposition of BMO functions on the line and factorization of Ap weights. Our method is an explicit version of a construction due to the third author.
We would like to describe an elementary construction leading to an explicit decomposition of BMO functions on R as bounded plus conjugate of bounded functions (i.e. Charles Fefferman's duality theorem) as well as to the factorization theorem proved in [2] . The method described is an explicit version of the construction in [3] .
For simplicity we start by describing the factorization of A2 on R. These are the weights (i.e. nonnegative locally integrable functions) co for which the following inequality holds:
where H is the Hubert transform and M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. They have a structural description which can be bound in [1] . In particular, it is known that co-1 belongs with co to A2. Theorem I. For u E A2, there exists weights <«W = 1,2, such that co = co,/co2 and |/f(«y)|+*#(«,) <3C«,.
As a corollary one obtains a weak version of the Helson-Szegö theorem: for co G A2, we can find two bounded functions bx,b2 such that In co = bx + H(b2) and \\b2\\x<ir. and the theorem follows when one sets co, = <7col/2, co2 = t/co"l/2. Observe that the u satisfy M(u/) < 3Ccoy, i.e. they belong to Ax. This is a particular case of the following theorem proved in [2] by more intricate methods. Proof. We assumes = p/p' > 1 (i.e.p » 2) and define Ms(f) = M(fs)X/s and S(f) = co'/''M(/co-|/'') + co-'/^M^/co'/^).
By assumption S is bounded on LP(R). We define the Lp function U = 2,e(SJ(u0)/(3C)J), with u0 as before and observe that, using the countable subadditivity of 5, we obtain M(l/co-'/'') <3Cf7co^/'' and M(U¡u1/p) < 3C(7scol//'. Write co = (UW'/p)(Uw-l/p)°~p) = CO,CO,"'' (s = p(\ -\/p) -p -1). We remark that the proof of Theorem II carries over immediately to more general settings, e.g. those considered in [3] .
